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ABSTRACT

The variability of midlatitude jets is investigated in a long-term integration of a dry three-level qua-

sigeostrophic model on the sphere. As for most observed jets, the leading EOF of the zonal-mean wind

corresponds to latitudinal shifts of the jet, and the second EOF to pulses of the jet speed. The first

principal component (PC1) is also more persistent than the second one (PC2); this longer persistence

arises from different eddy feedbacks both in the short term (i.e., within a few days following the peak of

the PCs) and in the long term. The short-term eddy feedbacks come from two distinct mechanisms. First, a

planetary waveguide effect acts as a negative feedback on both PCs. The positive phases of PC1 and PC2,

which correspond to poleward-shifted and accelerated jets, respectively, are first driven then canceled by

planetary waves reflecting on the equatorward flank of the jet. A similar process occurs for the negative

phases when planetary waves reflect on the poleward flank of the jet. Second, synoptic waves also exert a

short-term negative feedback on PC2: when the jet accelerates, the enhanced meridional wind shear

increases the barotropic sink of eddy energy and depletes it very rapidly, therefore preventing synoptic

eddies from maintaining the accelerated jet. Finally, at lags longer than their typical time scale, synoptic

eddies drive a positive feedback on PC1 only. This feedback can be explained by a baroclinic mechanism

in which the jet shift modifies the baroclinicity, causing, first, eddy heat flux anomalies and, then, momentum

convergence anomalies. This feedback is absent for PC2, despite some changes in the baroclinicity.

1. Introduction

Midlatitude jets are also called eddy-driven jets be-

cause they are maintained against surface drag by the

convergence of momentum by eddies (Vallis 2006).

These eddies in turn develop in regions of strong baro-

clinicity, which tend to follow the jet position through

thermal wind balance. The eddies and the jet are thus

tightly coupled and how their interaction influences the

variability of the jet is still not fully understood. The

convergence of eddy momentum fluxes, herein called

the eddy momentum forcing (Feldstein and Lee 1996;

Lorenz and Hartmann 2001, hereafter LH01), drives

fluctuations of the midlatitude jet but can also feedback

on the jet anomalies in a way that increases their per-

sistence (Gerber and Vallis 2007). Understanding these

eddy feedbacks seems to be the key to explain the

behavior of the jet (Zurita-Gotor et al. 2014; Lorenz

2014).

The observed low-frequency variability in the mid-

latitudes, whether given by EOFs of the geopotential

height (annular modes; Thompson and Wallace 2000)

or of the zonal-mean zonal wind (Gerber and Vallis

2007), is dominated by latitudinal shifts of the jets

around their mean positions (Codron 2007; Vallis

and Gerber 2008). The second EOF of the zonal-

mean zonal wind, which represents an acceleration/

deceleration of the jet at a rather constant latitude,

explains less variance, especially at longer time scales

(LH01; Lorenz and Hartmann 2003).

When looking at the scale of an oceanic basin, the

picture becomes more complex but the variability

remains generally dominated by jet shifts. In the

North Atlantic, the leading wintertime EOF of theCorresponding author e-mail: Loïc Robert, lrobert@lmd.ens.fr
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zonal-mean zonal wind, which is closely related to the

North Atlantic Oscillation, mainly corresponds to a

latitudinal shift of the jet (Eichelberger andHartmann

2007; Vallis and Gerber 2008). In the North Pacific,

the leading EOF of the zonal-mean zonal wind cor-

responds more to a pulsing of the jet (Eichelberger

and Hartmann 2007) that is well correlated to the

Pacific–North America (PNA) teleconnection pattern

(Linkin and Nigam 2008), but the west Pacific pattern,

which is the dominant mode in the western North

Pacific, corresponds to a latitudinal shift of the jet

(Linkin and Nigam 2008; Rivière 2010). In the

Southern Hemisphere, the leading mode of variability

is in most cases a latitudinal shift, but there are some

exceptions such as the wintertime Pacific basin where

there is a seesaw between two preferential jet posi-

tions (Codron 2007).

The dominance of jet shifts in most cases can be

explained by their longer persistence compared to a

jet acceleration or pulsing (Ring and Plumb 2008).

This difference in persistence has been attributed to

the existence of a positive eddy feedback acting on jet

shifts only (LH01; Lorenz and Hartmann 2003; Yang

and Chang 2007; Barnes and Hartmann 2011). The

evidence for this positive feedback is seen in the cross

correlation between time series of an index of the jet

variability, such as the first principal component (PC),

and of its forcing by eddy momentum fluxes. The

correlation is significantly positive when the eddy

forcing lags between a few days and a few weeks after

the peak of the PC (LH01), corresponding to longer

lags than the decorrelation time scale of the eddy

forcing. LH01 has also shown that this positive feed-

back was mainly due to synoptic transient eddies. In

cases when jet pulsing emerges as the leading mode,

the positive synoptic eddy feedback acting on the

shifting variability is usually very weak. It can happen

for instance when the jet or the wave stirring region is

close to the pole (Barnes and Hartmann 2011; Michel

and Rivière 2014).

To understand its origin, this positive synoptic eddy

feedback has been investigated using a wide range of

models: barotropic quasigeostrophic models (Barnes

and Hartmann 2011; Lorenz 2014), baroclinic quasi-

geostrophic models (Zhang et al. 2012), simplified dry

GCMs (Gerber and Vallis 2007), aquaplanet GCMs

with full physics (Michel and Rivière 2014), compre-

hensive atmospheric GCMs (Arakelian and Codron

2012; Simpson et al. 2013), and even coupled climate

models (Arakelian and Codron 2012). Many dynami-

cal mechanisms have been proposed, which can be

divided into two main categories: barotropic and

baroclinic. In the baroclinic mechanisms, the shifting

of the jet is accompanied by a similar shift of the re-

gion of maximum baroclinicity and of wave sources.

Eddies will then converge momentum to the new

source region, maintaining the jet position. This shift

of the baroclinic region can be induced by friction near

the ground (Robinson 2000) or by a secondary circu-

lation (Gerber and Vallis 2007). A complementary

explanation has been proposed by Zhang et al. (2012):

the baroclinicity consumed by synoptic waves can be

restored by planetary waves. Barotropic mechanisms

are based on changes in the horizontal propagation

(and thus momentum transport) of waves, with no

changes of the wave source. These changes can be due

to the characteristics of the waves or to changes in the

background mean state. In particular, the position of

critical latitudes (Barnes and Hartmann 2011) or re-

flecting levels (Lorenz 2014) can affect the propaga-

tion of the synoptic waves and their breaking and,

therefore, impact the deposition of momentum that

drives the jet. These two kinds of feedback mecha-

nisms are not exclusive and both may concurrently

contribute to maintain jet shifts (Barnes and Thompson

2014; Zurita-Gotor et al. 2014).

If the positive eddy feedback can explain the longer

persistence of jet shifts, its signature is only present

after a certain period of time, usually beyond 5 days.

Indeed, at shorter lags, the cross correlation with the

eddy forcing is strongly negative, even for jet shifts,

which is sometimes considered as resulting from a neg-

ative feedback due to planetary waves (Lorenz and

Hartmann 2003; Simpson et al. 2013). This negative

planetary wave feedback is not often discussed in the

literature, but it is an important component of the eddy–

mean flow interactions. Indeed, Simpson et al. (2013)

showed that the lack of such a negative feedback in

their model compared to the observed case explained

the overestimated persistence of their leading EOF. A

companion paper (Rivière et al. 2016, hereafter

RRC16) studied the nature of this negative feedback

by planetary waves in a three-level quasigeostrophic

model on the sphere and showed that it was the sig-

nature of the reflection of waves on both sides of the jet.

RRC16 focused on the mechanism of planetary wave

reflection but did not investigate the leading modes of

variability in the model, nor their persistence. The

present paper aims to interpret the persistence of the

leading modes of the jet variability in the same model

and the roles of the different synoptic and planetary

wave feedbacks. The main questions that are addressed

are as follows:

d What is the nature of the leadingmode of variability in

the model?
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d Is there a positive synoptic eddy feedback acting on

the leading mode of variability? Is it of a barotropic or

baroclinic nature?
d How important are the positive synoptic eddy feed-

back and negative planetary eddy feedback for the

selection of the leading mode of variability?
d Do synoptic waves play a role in the long term only?

What is their role in the short term?

After a description of the numerical model and the

analyzed simulation in section 2, the two leading modes

of variability of the jet are described in section 3. Short-

term dynamics and feedback mechanisms are in-

vestigated for planetary and synoptic waves separately

in section 4. Then, in section 5, the classical positive eddy

feedback is discussed before ending by some concluding

remarks in section 6.

2. Model

The model used is the dry quasigeostrophic model on

the sphere described in Marshall and Molteni (1993),

here at a T42 resolution. It has three pressure levels in

the vertical at 200, 500, and 800 hPa. The model is gov-

erned by the following equations for the quasigeo-

strophic potential vorticity qi at levels i 5 1, 2, 3:
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where ci is the streamfunction (c0 5c1 and c4 5c3), Ri

is the deformation radius between levels i and i 1 1,

Si 2Di is the source and dissipative terms, and

f 5 2V sin(u) is the Coriolis parameter. The deformation

radii are set toR15 660km andR25 400km as in Rivière
(2009) and RRC16.

Source and dissipative terms are the sum of three

distinct contributions. First, the forcing is implemented

using Newtonian relaxation to a fixed profile (denoted

with a tilde) using two different time scales tR1
5 40 days

and tR2
5 15 days depending on the interface consid-

ered. Second, a scale-selective horizontal diffusion is

applied at each level and tuned using the parameter cH
such as the damping time scale of the shorter waves at

T42 truncation is 0.02 days. Finally, a linear drag with a

time scale of tE 5 3 days is applied on the third (near

surface) level. The complete source and dissipative

terms are therefore given by
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The potential vorticity is forced by a relaxation to a

zonally symmetric temperature profile that is in thermal

wind balance with a Gaussian zonal jet given by
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where U0 5 50m s21, u0 5 308N, and du5 208 are the

maximum intensity, mean position, and width of the jet

and Fi is a baroclinicity factor set to F1 5 1, F2 5 0:5, and

F3 5 0:2.

The simulation is 15 yr long to ensure significant re-

sults and the first 350 days are discarded before the

analysis. It is the same as the long-term simulation

studied in RRC16.

3. Jet variability

The climatological jet (defined as the zonally and verti-

cally averaged wind) is shown in Fig. 1a. It peaks around

468N, shifted 168 poleward from the relaxation profile ow-

ing to the increased likelihood of anticyclonic wave break-

ing compared to cyclonic one in this model (Rivière 2009).
The daily jet latitude, shown in blue, oscillates between

408 and 508N. The two leading EOFs of the zonal- and

vertical-mean wind are shown in Fig. 1b. On one hand, the

first EOF, which explains 35% of the variance, has a node

close to the climatological wind maximum and represents

a shift of the jet. On the other hand, the second EOF,

which explains 31% of the variance, reaches its maximum

amplitude on the jet axis and, therefore, represents a

strengthening of the jet, with a decrease in the subtropics.
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To estimate the persistence of each mode, the auto-

correlation functions of the corresponding PCs are

plotted in Fig. 2. Both curves share a similar shape: a fast

decay rate in the first 4–5 days, followed by a slower one.

This shoulder in the autocorrelation functions was also

mentioned by Gerber and Vallis (2007) in their simu-

lations of a dry primitive-equation model. In the fol-

lowing, we will therefore study separately the processes

governing the evolution of the PCs at small and

longer lags.

Jet shifts (PC1) have a smaller decay rate than jet

pulses (PC2) both before and after the first 4–5 days,

leading to a much larger persistence at longer lags.

At lag 14 days, the autocorrelation decreases to

0.68 for PC1 and to 0.36 for PC2—namely, a factor

of 2 between the two. From then on, the two auto-

correlation curves are roughly parallel, meaning that

the exponential decay rate is again slower for PC1

(if the decay rates of PC1 and PC2 were equal, the

curves would tend to converge): the decay time scale

after 5 days can be estimated at 24 days for PC1 and

only 10 days for PC2.

To isolate the origins of the difference in persistence

between the two PCs, the tendency equation for each PC

is derived as in LH01 and other subsequent studies on

the topic. The tendency equation for the vertical and

zonal average of the zonal wind is first written as

›h[u]i
›t

52
1

a cos2u
›

›u
(h[u*y*]i cos2u)2 [u

3
]

3t
E

, (2)

where hXi and [X] are the vertical and zonalmeans ofX,

respectively, and X* is the deviation from the zonal

mean. The first term on the rhs of Eq. (2) is the eddy

momentum flux convergence and the second term is the

linear surface drag. The scale-selective diffusion term is

not written in this equation as it is negligible (not

shown). The projection of Eq. (2) onto the structure of

each EOF can be expressed as

›PC

›t
5m1 d , (3)

where m is the eddy momentum forcing (i.e., the pro-

jection of the eddy momentum flux convergence) and

d is the projection of the surface drag. Surface drag,

which is proportional to the projection of [u3] onto each

EOF, is therefore not exactly proportional to the PC in

contrast with the simple barotropic model in LH01.

FIG. 2. Autocorrelation function of the principal component for

EOF1 (red) and EOF2 (blue).

FIG. 1. (a) Time average of the zonal-mean zonal wind (dashed

green line) and PDF of the daily positions of the maximum zonal-

mean zonal wind (blue histogram) and (b) meridional structure of

EOF1 (red) and EOF2 (blue) superimposed on the mean zonal

wind profile (green). The vertical mean of the wind is used in each

case. The percentages of variance explained are given for each

EOF in the lower-right corner.
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The cross covariance between the PCs and each of the

three terms of Eq. (3) is plotted in Fig. 3. The cross co-

variance between a PC and its time derivative is equal to

the derivative of the PC autocorrelation function, so the

two cross-covariance functions with m and d can be di-

rectly interpreted as the components of the PC auto-

correlation tendency due to the eddymomentum forcing

and the drag, respectively.

The linear drag term is more or less proportional to

the PC itself, even though it acts only on the surface

wind. At negative lags, the zonal wind anomalies are

forced by eddies. The cross covariance of this forcing is

50% larger for PC2. This stronger eddy forcing of PC2 is

compensated by its shorter persistence relative to PC1

and explains why the two PCs are close in terms of total

variance. At short positive lags, the eddy forcing be-

comes negative, explaining the fast decay rate. This

negative tendency is present for both PCs but is about 4

times stronger for PC2.

In the longer term, the eddy forcing cross covariance is

significantly positive for PC1 between lags 15

and115 days, which is the typical signature of a positive

eddy feedback according to some previous studies

(LH01; Zurita-Gotor et al. 2014). For PC2, however, this

cross covariance is close to zero or slightly negative.

In summary, the difference in persistence between the

two leading modes of variability can be analyzed at two

distinct time scales:

d In the short term, between lags 0 and 14 days, the

PCs autocorrelation functions decrease rapidly be-

cause of a negative cross covariance with the eddy

forcing. Section 4 will be devoted to linking this

negative cross covariance to planetary and synoptic

feedback mechanisms.

d In the long term, beyond lag 15 days, a positive cross

covariance with the eddy forcing is observed for PC1

only. This long-term positive tendency is studied in

section 5 and is shown to correspond to a positive

feedback consistent with LH01 and Zurita-Gotor

et al. (2014).

4. Short-term feedback

a. Planetary and synoptic components

As shown in previous studies, the feedback of eddies

on the jet can strongly depend on their zonal wave-

number k (Zhang et al. 2012; Simpson et al. 2013;

RRC16). We therefore separate them into two distinct

ranges: planetary waves (k 2 [1, 4]) and synoptic waves

(k$ 5). The reason for the choice of wavenumbers is

shown in Fig. 4: while synoptic waves deposit their mo-

mentum very close to the jet axis, planetary waves do it

on the jet flanks as already shown in O’Rourke and

Vallis (2013, 2016). This can be attributed to distinct

regions of excitation: because synoptic waves have

higher phase speed, their critical lines (i.e., where the

phase speed equals the background zonal wind) are

closer to the jet core than for planetary waves. Since

waves more easily tap the baroclinicity where critical

lines appear, the regions of excitation and momentum

deposition will also differ between synoptic and plane-

tary waves (Zhang et al. 2012). Another mechanism in

the planetary case is the wave reflection on the jet flanks,

as documented in RRC16.

The eddy momentum forcing can be exactly decom-

posed into the sum of a planetary component p and a

synoptic component s:

FIG. 3. Cross covariances between each PC and its time derivative (green), eddy forcing (black), and surface drag

(light purple) for (a) PC1 and (b) PC2. Because PC is nondimensional, these quantities are plotted in units of day21.

The PC leads for positive lags.
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The cross covariance between each PC and the total,

planetary, and synoptic eddy forcings are plotted in

Fig. 5. In all cases, the covariance is positive when

eddies lead, meaning that both types of waves con-

tribute to forcing the jet variability. The picture be-

comes more complex at short positive lags. The

planetary eddy forcing exhibits a negative cross co-

variance with both PC1 and PC2 that is slightly

stronger with PC2. The synoptic eddy forcing also

has a negative cross covariance with PC2, but the cross

covariance with PC1 is slightly positive, implying

distinct synoptic wave dynamics for the two PCs. The

following subsections are devoted to showing that

these cross-covariance short-term tendencies can be

related to various types of eddy feedbacks.

b. Planetary feedback

As shown in Fig. 5, the short-term cross covariance

between the PC and the planetary eddy forcing behaves

similarly for PC1 and PC2. To understand its dynamical

origin, composites of the total planetary momentum flux

and its associated anomalous convergence are shown in

Fig. 6 for both phases of PC2. Composites for the posi-

tive (negative) phase are calculated based on days t

when PC2(t) is both greater than 1.5 (smaller than21.5)

standard deviation and a local maximum (minimum)

on the interval [t2 2, t1 2]. This corresponds to 112

events for the positive phase and 106 events for the

negative phase.

For the negative phase (Fig. 6a), which corresponds

to a weaker and wider jet, momentum flux divergence

occurs in the jet core before lag 0 together with a mo-

mentum flux convergence on its equatorward flank. This

tends to weaken and widen the jet and correspond to the

strong positive cross covariance at negative lags in

Fig. 5b. But at positive lags, the convergence pattern

changes sign, resulting in a strong negative cross co-

variance and tends to cancel out its previous impact on

the jet. The same phenomenon happens for the positive

phase (Fig. 6b) because the momentum flux conver-

gence pattern has opposite signs. The strengthening and

sharpening of the jet at negative lags is followed by the

counter effect at positive lag. Composites for PC1 (not

shown) also display very similar patterns but slightly

weaker and centered on the jet axis. The anomalous

dipole in momentum convergence tends to shift the jet

poleward for the positive phase and equatorward for the

FIG. 5. Cross covariances between each PC and its total eddy forcing (black), and the planetary (red) and synoptic

(blue) components for (a) PC1 and (b) PC2. PC leads for positive lags.

FIG. 4. Climatological mean of the vertically integrated eddy

momentum flux convergence (black) and its planetary (red) and

synoptic (blue) components.
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negative phase at short negative lags but then cancels

out this effect because of an abrupt change in sign at

short positive lags.

To understand the evolution of momentum flux con-

vergence, composites of momentum fluxes have been

plotted in Figs. 6c and 6d for both phases. For the neg-

ative phase (Fig. 6c), momentum fluxes are negative

before lag 0 and centered equatorward of the jet core,

which can explain the convergence pattern observed in

Fig. 6a. This negative momentum flux at negative lags is

followed by a positive momentum flux at positive lags.

Since the group velocity of Rossby waves and their as-

sociated momentum flux have opposite sign, a sudden

change in the sign of the momentum flux suggests that

waves are reflected. Figures 6c and 6d therefore suggest

that waves propagate poleward and then equatorward

during the negative phase whereas the opposite occurs

during the positive phase. This hypothesis is supported

by RRC16 results.

A schematic depiction is shown in Fig. 7 to summarize

the main findings of RRC16 in the context of a pulsing

event. Dipoles of momentum flux convergence with

opposite signs for negative and positive time lags are

represented in Fig. 7a (Fig. 7b) as in Fig. 6c (Fig. 6d).

Wave reflection on the poleward flank of the jet can

frequently occur because of the quasi-permanent pres-

ence of a turning latitude (i.e., a latitude where the

refractive index n equals zero). This quasi-permanent

turning latitude is shown by the thick black line in

Fig. 7a. The reflection leads to the transient forcing then

damping of a negative phase (cf. Fig. 7a and Figs. 6a,c).

On the equatorward flank of the jet, wave reflection is

less systematic but may happen if the PV is well ho-

mogenized in the subtropical critical layer during the

equatorward propagation of the wave. In Fig. 7b, this

transient turning latitude is shown by the short thick line

around day 0 when the reflection happens. It would

force then damp a positive phase (Figs. 7b and 6b,d).

Note that the waveguide is not centered on the jet axis

but is shifted to its equatorward side because of the

spherical geometry (see RRC16 for more details).

To conclude, planetary waves are shown to both force

jet fluctuations and cause a short-term negative feed-

back when they are reflected. This feedback explains an

important part of the negative cross covariance at small

positive lags observed for both PCs (Fig. 5). The plan-

etary wave reflection mechanism can also explain why

the negative cross covariance between the PC and the

planetary momentum forcing is a bit stronger for PC2.

Indeed, the equatorward shift of the waveguide can lead

to a better projection of the planetary momentum flux

convergence onto EOF2 than onto EOF1, as described

in RRC16. Moreover, contrary to a shifting of the jet, a

pulsing event tend to modify the PV gradient profile,

FIG. 6. In shading, lagged composites for (left) negative and (right) positive phases of PC2: (a),(b) planetary

momentum flux convergence anomaly and (c),(d) planetary momentum flux. Composites of the corresponding

zonal wind anomalies are superimposed (contour interval: 0.5m s21). Negative contours are dashed and the zero

contour is omitted. The dotted line indicates lag 0 and the dashed–dotted lines are the meridional extension of the

mean jet (which corresponds to 6108 around the jet axis).
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making it stronger over the jet core but smaller in the

subtropical region, which increases the likelihood of a

transient turning latitude to form. But the difference in

planetary negative feedback in Fig. 5 is too small to

explain the total eddy forcing difference. The synoptic

component must be taken into account as well.

c. Synoptic feedback

The nature of the short-term synoptic cross-

covariance tendency significantly differs from the plan-

etary waves case. First, it is strongly negative for PC2

and weakly positive for PC1 as shown in Fig. 5. Second,

as shown by RRC16, the reflection of synoptic waves is

very unlikely and is thus not a good candidate to explain

this negative tendency. It seems instead to obey a dif-

ferent mechanism based on eddy kinetic energy.

The eddies and the zonal-mean flow can exchange

energy through barotropic and baroclinic processes.

Ignoring the diabatic terms and the meridional

advection, the time derivative of the eddy total energy

(ETE) can be written as the sum of a barotropic and a

baroclinic conversion rate (Lorenz 1955; Rivière et al.

2013). Its formulation in the present quasigeostrophic

framework is
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where a is Earth’s radius and Ti 5 (ci 2ci11)/Ri is a

variable proportional to the temperature. Quantities

involving the deviation from the zonal mean include

both planetary and synoptic eddy components. From

now on, we only focus on the synoptic eddy total energy

and the interaction between the zonal-mean flow and

the synoptic eddies. Hence, in the following computa-

tion of Eqs. (5)–(7), only the synoptic component of the

eddies are taken into account in the deviation from the

zonal mean. Even though the interaction between syn-

optic and planetary eddies may play a role in the evo-

lution of synoptic eddy energy, it is not considered in the

following discussion for the sake of simplicity.

As shown in Fig. 4, synoptic eddies mostly converge

momentum into the jet core. Their effect onto the var-

iations of the jet intensity could therefore be closely

dependent on their amount of energy: more (less) syn-

optic eddy energy than usual would cause more (less)

convergence of momentum flux into the jet core, which

effect would be to accelerate (decelerate) the jet. This is

confirmed when looking at the composite of synoptic

ETE for the positive phase of PC2 (Fig. 8a) and com-

paring with the cross covariance of the synoptic forcing

with PC2 (blue curve in Fig. 5b). Indeed, the maximum

and minimum of the cross covariance at lags 22 days

and12 days correspond to more and less synoptic ETE

than usual, respectively. Therefore, to better understand

the negative minimum of the cross covariance at short

positive lags, one should explain the deficit in synoptic

ETE at those lags.

There are two hypotheses to explain this deficit. One

is discussed in LH01 and Yang and Chang (2007) and

refers to the ‘‘barotropic governor’’ mechanism. It is

based on the results from James (1987) showing that

FIG. 7. Schematic depiction of the sequence of planetary wave

forcing onto the jet and planetary wave reflection during

(a) negative and (b) positive phases of PC2. The black arrows in-

dicate the direction of propagation of the planetary wave and the

thick solid line is the reflecting level (n5 0), with time increasing to

the right. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the meridional ex-

tension of the jet. The green arrows show the momentum fluxes

associated with the wave propagation, and the induced conver-

gence and divergence of momentumflux are drawn in red and blue,

respectively. Lag 0 corresponds to the day the reflection occurs.
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when the barotropic lateral shears of a baroclinic jet

increase—as in the positive phase of PC2—there is a

reduction in baroclinic wave growth. Another hy-

pothesis is based on the idea that the increased shear

induces a stronger barotropic decay of energy, be-

cause the barotropic conversion Cbt is directly de-

pendent on the lateral shears [see Eq. (6)]. To test

these two hypotheses, Eq. (4) is divided by ETE to

compare the baroclinic exponential conversion rate

sbc 5Cbc/ETE, the barotropic exponential conversion

rate sbt 5Cbt/ETE, and the sum s5sbt 1sbc (see

Figs. 8g, 8e, and 8c, respectively). The rapid decrease

in synoptic ETE occurring around lag 0 can be ex-

plained by a negative extrema of the anomalous total

conversion rate (Fig. 8c). It is due to the stronger than

usual barotropic decay (Fig. 8e) and, albeit to a lesser

extent, to the weaker baroclinic growth than usual

(Fig. 8g).

FIG. 8. In shading, lagged composites for (left) positive phase of PC2 and (right) the synoptic eddy life cycle:

(a),(b) synoptic wave energy anomaly, (c),(d) total conversion rate anomaly, (e),(f) barotropic conversion rate

anomaly, and (g),(h) baroclinic conversion rate anomaly. Composites of the corresponding zonal wind anomalies

are superimposed (contours) as in Fig. 6. The dotted line indicates the lag of maximum energy anomalies and the

dashed–dotted lines indicate the mean jet meridional extension (defined as in Fig. 6).
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It is important to understand whether this stronger

barotropic sink of energy is a response to the jet ac-

celeration or simply a signature of a classical baro-

clinic wave life cycle with baroclinic growth followed

by barotropic decay (Simmons and Hoskins 1978).

Following Moon and Feldstein (2009), this life cycle is

obtained using meridionally averaged synoptic ETE

as an index. To compare the behavior of synoptic

eddies during the positive phase of PC2 with a typical

baroclinic life cycle, composites of the same quantities

are shown in the right column of Fig. 8. These com-

posites are computed based on days when the index is

greater than 1.5 standard deviations and is a local

maximum, as for the PC2. As shown in Fig. 8b, posi-

tive anomalies of synoptic ETE, which maximum is by

construction reached at the lag 0, seem to accelerate

the jet, which confirms our previous assumption.

However, this acceleration is weaker than in Fig. 8a

because planetary waves also concur to a pulsing

event. Besides, the decrease of ETE anomalies are

driven by both the barotropic and baroclinic conver-

sion rates, the baroclinic one being larger (see

Figs. 8d,f,h). This differs from the PC2 case, in which

the barotropic decay anomalies are more than twice as

strong as the baroclinic ones and dominate the de-

crease in ETE. Therefore, the evolution of synoptic

ETE during the positive phase of PC2 differs from a

baroclinic life cycle, mainly through an increase in the

rate of barotropic decay but not through a smaller

baroclinic growth.

The stronger anomalies of sbt for PC2 are caused by

anomalies in the lateral shear. To show this, a barotropic

efficiency Ebt can be defined by rewriting sbt as follows:

s
bt
5

C
bt

ETE
5 E

bt

�
›[u

i
]

›y
1
[u

i
] tanu

a

�
5 E

bt
Sh,

where Sh is the zonal wind shear within the spherical

framework. The barotropic efficiency depends on the

wave structure but not on its amplitude. It characterizes,

for a given wave, the efficiency of the exchange of en-

ergy with the mean flow for a given shear. To first order,

the deviation of sbt from its time mean can be expressed

as

(E
bt
Sh)0 ’ E0

btSh1E
bt
Sh0 ,

where bars and primes denote the time mean and the

deviation from the timemean, respectively. The first and

second terms on the right-hand side correspond to a

change in efficiency with a constant shear and to a

change in shear with a constant efficiency respectively.

The residual was verified to be very small.

Lagged composites of these two components ofsbt are

shown in Fig. 9 together with the associated wind

anomalies, again for the PC2 positive phase and for the

life cycle. The component due to shear changes is much

more important for PC2 than for the life cycle, because

the wind anomalies are much more intense for the for-

mer (Figs. 9c,d). The component due to changes in

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for components of the barotropic conversion rate anomaly due to (a),(b) variations in the

efficiency of waves in exchanging energy with the mean flow and (c),(d) variations in lateral shear.
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efficiency is of comparable amplitude in both cases,

only a bit smaller for PC2 (cf. lag 0 of Fig. 9a with

lag 12 days of Fig. 9b). Therefore, the stronger lateral

shears are the main cause of the rapid decrease of the

ETE after an acceleration of the jet, leading to the

negative anomalies observed in Fig. 8a.

In summary, the short-term negative cross covariance

observed for the synoptic eddy forcing of PC2 (see

Fig. 5) has been shown to be the signature of a negative

eddy feedback: the increased shear when the jet is

accelerated increases the barotropic decay of the eddy

energy and depletes the synoptic ETE faster than in a

normal life cycle. The synoptic waves rapidly reach

amplitudes below their climatological value and deposit

less momentum into the jet core. This feedback mech-

anism is specific to PC2, as the lateral shears do not

change in amplitude for latitudinal shifts of the jet. Fi-

nally, the barotropic governor mechanism has been

discarded here because the stronger lateral shears dur-

ing the positive phase of PC2 do not lead to smaller sbc

compared to the typical life cycle (Figs. 8g,h).

5. Long-term feedback

In this section, we focus on the positive cross-

covariance tendency between lags 15 and 115 days

for PC1 (Fig. 3a) and its absence for PC2. As shown in

Fig. 5, and in accordance with the literature (LH01;

Lorenz and Hartmann 2003; Simpson et al. 2013), this

tendency involves synoptic waves and not planetary

waves whose momentum forcing is not correlated with

PCs at these time scales. The aim of this section is

to confirm that a feedback mechanism is at play and

discriminate between barotropic or baroclinic feedback

mechanisms to explain this long-term tendency.

To investigate the nature of the long-term feedback,

the anomalous synoptic eddy momentum forcing at the

upper level can be related to the synoptic heat flux en-

tering this level through the divergence of the (synoptic)

Eliassen–Palm flux (EP):

2
1

a cos2u
›

›u
([u

1*y1*] cos
2u)5

[y
1*T1

*]

R
1

1 [q
1*y1*] . (8)

The first term on the rhs of Eq. (8) is the vertical di-

vergence of the EP flux (i.e., the vertical convergence of

the heat flux in the upper level) and the second term is the

full EP flux divergence. These two terms can be in-

terpreted respectively as the baroclinic and barotropic

contributions to the eddy forcing. Indeed, if the heat flux

(baroclinic) term dominates, it means that all the mo-

mentumflux convergence can be explained by anomalous

wave activity entering the upper troposphere. On the

contrary, a small heat flux termmeans that the anomalous

momentum fluxes result from changes in wave propaga-

tion (i.e., barotropic mechanism), without any contribu-

tion from wave sources.

However, considering the total convergence of heat

flux would overestimate the baroclinic contribution be-

cause not all the incoming waves radiate away from the

jet owing to local dissipation of wave activity at the

latitude of wave generation. It is thus necessary to esti-

mate the amount of waves that are horizontally radiated.

To estimate this radiation efficiencyE, the ratio between

the climatological convergences of momentum and heat

flux at the upper level is averaged over the jet core

(considered as 6108 around the jet maximum). This ef-

ficiency corresponds to the proportion of waves in-

coming from the lower levels that effectively radiate

away from the jet core at the upper level. This pro-

portion can vary between 0 (all incoming waves are

trapped into the jet and no horizontal momentum

transport occurs, as shown in Fig. 10a) and 1 (all in-

coming waves radiate away and produce momentum

flux convergence into the jet core, as shown in Fig. 10b).

In the former case, the divergence of the EP flux is equal

to the vertical convergence of heat flux, while in the

latter case, the horizontal and vertical components of

the EP flux divergence cancel each other near the jet

core. The remaining (12E) should be counted as baro-

tropic contribution because it quantifies the local dissi-

pation of baroclinic wave activity. Therefore, Eq. (8) can

be rewritten as follows:
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In this simulation, E at the upper level is found to be

equal to 80%.

The projection of each term of Eq. (9) on a given

EOF is

MFC5BC1BT, (10)

where MFC is the total synoptic eddy momentum forc-

ing at the upper levels and BC and BT can be seen as the

respective contributions of baroclinic and barotropic

feedbacks. The feedback is said to be barotropic when

the feedback loop does not depend on changes in wave

sources, which corresponds to the casewhenBC5 0 (i.e.,

when there is no correlation between the upper-level

heat flux anomalies and the EOF). Indeed, in that case,

the projection of the momentum convergence onto the

EOF does not depend on the anomalous wave activity
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coming from lower levels and the feedback is thus bar-

otropic. In contrast, when BT 5 0, the effect of the

horizontal divergence of the EP flux on the zonal-mean

flow anomalies equals that of the vertical convergence of

the EP flux and the feedback is said to be baroclinic.

Figure 11 shows the cross covariance of these projections

with the corresponding PCs. In both cases, the cross

covariance of MFC is very similar to the vertically av-

eraged one (Fig. 5), which is not surprising as most of the

momentum fluxes is in the upper troposphere. For PC1

(Fig. 11a), between lags 14 days and 120 days, the

barotropic term is weakly negative, whereas the baro-

clinic term is positive and almost equal to the total eddy

momentum forcing. Hence, the long-term positive ten-

dency is driven by baroclinic processes, similarly to the

b-plane simulations of Zurita-Gotor et al. (2014). For

PC2, a positive tendency at long terms also exists but is

weaker (Fig. 11b).

To better characterize the underlying baroclinic pro-

cesses and to assess if it is associated with a feedback

mechanism, lagged composites of the baroclinicity,

synoptic eddy heat flux, and zonal wind anomalies are

shown for the positive phase of PC1 and PC2 in Fig. 12.

The baroclinicity and heat flux anomalies are more

persistent for PC1 than PC2. The baroclinicity anoma-

lies tend to follow the zonal wind anomalies, with a

shorter persistence for both anomalies in the case of

PC2. The baroclinicity anomalies reach their maxi-

mum amplitude at lag 11 day. This slight lead of the

zonal wind anomalies over the baroclinicity anomalies

FIG. 11. Cross covariance between each PC and the corresponding synoptic eddy forcing (black, MFC) and its

barotropic (red, BT) and baroclinic (blue, BC) contributions for (a) PC1 and (b) PC2, as defined in Eq. (10).

FIG. 10. Schematic depiction of Eliassen–Palm flux (gray arrows) and its resulting convergence (blue) and di-

vergence (red) for different radiation efficiency: (a)E5 0%and (b)E5 100%. The dashed line indicates where the

divergence is null.
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supports Robinson (2000)’s arguments whereby a baro-

tropic modification of the jet triggers a similar change in

baroclinicity because of the action of the friction at

lower levels.

The link between the baroclinicity (or wind) and

heat flux anomalies is not so obvious and strongly

depends on the PC. They are well correlated for PC1,

especially the negative anomalies on the equatorward

side of the jet (Figs. 12a,c). They are however very

different for PC2 (Figs. 12b,d). For instance, at short

positive lags, strong negative heat flux anomalies

appear in regions with both stronger and weaker

baroclinicity than the climatological mean. These

short-term negative heat flux anomalies are rather due

to a global decrease in synoptic eddy energy because

of the strong barotropic sink of energy (see section 4).

At longer lags, the heat flux and wind anomaly are also

uncorrelated.

The long-term positive cross covariance between

the eddy forcing and PC1 observed in the model can be

considered as resulting from a baroclinic feedback

mechanism: the latitudinal shifts in the jet are fol-

lowed by latitudinal shifts of the baroclinicity, which

cause heat flux anomalies at low levels. These anom-

alies in the latitude of wave stirring explain those

in the momentum flux convergence at upper levels

which help to maintain the initial shift of the jet. This

feedback only occurs for EOF1 and helps to increase

the difference in persistence between the two leading

modes of variability.

6. Conclusions

In the present study, the variability of amidlatitude jet

has been studied in a long-term integration of a dry

three-level quasigeostrophic model on the sphere forced

by a relaxation in temperature toward a zonally sym-

metric profile. The dominant variability of the simulated

jet is similar to the one of most observed jets: the leading

EOF corresponds to a latitudinal shifting of the jet, the

second EOF to a pulsing of the jet intensity, and PC1 is

much more persistent than PC2. A positive feedback by

synoptic eddies is acting on the first PC beyond a few

days, as in observed jets (LH01; Lorenz and Hartmann

2003) and in other similar numerical experiments

(Gerber and Vallis 2007; Zurita-Gotor et al. 2014), but

the difference in persistence between the first two PCs is

also due to short-term dynamics that are rarely discussed

in the literature.

In the short term (i.e., within a few days after a peak

in a PC), planetary waves exert a negative feedback onto

the first two PCs owing to their reflections on the pole-

ward or equatorward sides of the jet. The poleward shift

in the jet and its acceleration, which correspond to the

FIG. 12. In shading, lagged composites for the positive phase of (left) PC1 and (right) PC2: (a),(b) vertically

averaged baroclinicity anomaly and (c),(d) synoptic heat flux anomaly at the interface between levels 2 and 3 (near

surface). Composites of the corresponding zonal wind anomalies are superimposed (contours) as in Fig. 6. The

dotted line indicates lag 0 and the dashed–dotted lines indicate the meridional extension of the mean jet (defined as

in Fig. 6).
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positive phases of PC1 and PC2, respectively, can be

driven by an equatorward propagation of planetary

waves. The waves that are reflected on the equatorward

flank of the jet, then feedback negatively onto the jet

anomalies during their poleward propagation (see

Fig. 7). A similar negative feedback occurs for the

equatorward shift and deceleration of the jet (i.e., the

negative phases of PC1 and PC2, respectively) when

the planetary waves reflect on the poleward side of the

jet. The reader is referred to the companion paper

(RRC16) for further investigation about these reflec-

tions by planetary eddies.

In the short term again, synoptic waves also exert a

negative feedback on PC2 but not on PC1, and its origin

is very different from the planetary wave feedback.

When the jet is accelerated (positive phase of PC2),

horizontal wind shears are increased and the rate of

decay of eddy kinetic energy by barotropic conversion

becomes more strongly negative than for a standard

baroclinic life cycle. This causes an abrupt depletion of

the total energy of synoptic eddies, which decreases

below its climatological mean just after the maximum

intensity of the jet. The synoptic eddies, having less

energy than usual, deposit less momentum into the jet

core, which decelerate the jet and create the negative

feedback. The negative phase of PC2 behaves as a

mirror process: when the jet reaches its minimum am-

plitude, the wind shear is weaker, reducing the baro-

tropic sink of synoptic eddy energy. This leads to a

rapid increase in synoptic eddy energy and eventually a

jet acceleration. Note that the baroclinic conversion

rate does not change much between the different

phases of PC2. Hence, the ‘‘barotropic governor’’

mechanism proposed by LH01 and Yang and Chang

(2007) does not seem to contribute to this negative

feedback.

In the long term (i.e., beyond a few days), the clas-

sical positive synoptic eddy feedback is observed. This

feedback clearly occurs for PC1 and is driven by a

baroclinic type mechanism: a baroclinicity anomaly,

caused by the jet shift, induces an anomaly of the me-

ridional heat flux or source of wave activity, which in

turn leads to a convergence of momentum that main-

tains the jet shift.

In future studies, sensitivity of these different

feedbacks to various model parameters (intensity and

latitude of the temperature forcing, dissipation co-

efficients, radii of deformation) will be performed. A

particular advantage of the three-level model is that it

includes 2 degrees of freedom for the temperature and

thus the baroclinicity, which is well suited to analyze

climate change effects (Shaw et al. 2016). The identi-

fication of the short-term feedbacks of the present

study also motivates revisiting the differences between

the leading modes of variability in observed jets or in

comprehensive GCMs as initiated in Simpson et al.

(2013) and Lorenz (2015).
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